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Blogs written by Tiffany on myspace 
 

Strippers and hypocrisy  
Sunday, July 08, 2007   

Some sleazy mob boss walks into the dressing room and starts smacking girls around and 
taking their money. A dirty looking pimp hands a pretty young girl a plate of cocaine. A 
frail little uppity white girl starts talkin trash to her neighbor about her brother-in-law's 
best friend's sister's cousin who dated a stripper in college. These are some of the few 
images of strippers that ignorant people really believe about strippers. And that's the 
dumbest part about it. Ignorant people believe ever bad, sleazy, tawdry, scandalous story 
that they have EVER heard about every stripper in creation. But I say that's what dumb-
ass people get for believing everything that they are told. 

Women and men but mostly stuck up bitches that think they are better than everybody 
else want to believe that the stripper girls are victims that some terrible horrible man 
forced them against their will to put on make up and dance around for money. Or that 
stripper girls are insatiable whores who are nothing but cocaine addicted junkies that do 
nothing but go around trying to fuck other women's husbands. But the dumb ass whores 
who believe that kind of shit are the same girls who get drunk and fuck whatever guy just 
so happens to be there then turn around the next morning and say, "OOh I was drunk, I 
didn't know what I was doing," or they get a little tipsy take off their clothes, or start 
kissing, or fondling some guy or girl then wake up the next day and again blame it on the 
booze. So who is REALLY playing the victim here? 

The there are the people who choose to do the quiet assault. They will simply whisper 
behind a strippers back in a quiet way at a party or a social function, "such n' such is a 
stripper"!!! They will examine her from top to bottom, pick her apart, talk about her 
clothes, her hair, her make up, and swear that everything about her is indicative of the 
unrealistic assumption that she's a whore. Now if it were a male stripper……….women 
would be touching him, hugging on him, flirting with him shamelessly, the men would 
give him hi-fives, and if he had a juicy story to tell about some chubby little suburban 
housewife that he nailed after stripping for her……..well he would then achieve 
legendary status………………now who's the whore??? 

Then there are those who enjoy taking the moral high ground and they say things like it 
aren't appropriate for women to show their bodies in such a way. Or it will give men the 
"wrong idea" or that it degrades women and it keeps women in the position of being the 
oppressed gender. But these are the same people who think that women would be better 
off or more morally responsible if they were working for minimum wage or collecting 
welfare. And along the same school of thought are the folks that sit around criticizing a 
young woman for being a well paid stripper because she needs the money for her kids. 
They'll trash a girl all over the place for making the best of what she has and these are the 
same people that know damn well that a family can't be supported on minimum 
wage…………I gotta ask………who is really the oppressor in this scenario here?? 

I am pointing out ironies here as you can see. Now are there drug addicts in strip 
clubs………damn right there are!! But there are also drug addicts everywhere but 
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somehow strippers get the bad wrap for it. People out in the world would blame the black 
fucking plague on adult entertainment if they thought that they could get away with it. 

I'm also thinking about the hypocrisy of the world too. People want to point their finger 
all the fucking time without taking a look at some of the bad things that they themselves 
have done. People in glass houses shouldn't throw strippers!!! 
 
Douche Bag Traits 
This is so good!! lmao!! A must read  
Friday, January 26, 2007   
 
Often times certain phrases are used disparagingly to describe a particular type of 
individual. One such phrase commonly used to describe a pretentious asshole or a person 
who's trying way too hard to be cool is "douche bag". Many of you may know a douche 
bag or two, or may in actuality be one yourself without realizing it. My intention with this 
article is to do two things: 
 
1) Help you spot a douche bag so you can correct him on his douchey-osity 
2) Help you correct douchey traits you may yourself possess 
 
 
Hopefully you'll have a clear understanding of things a douche bag wears, says, does, etc. 
by the end of this article and be able to correct any douchey-ness in yourself and/or assist 
others in correcting their douche-baggy behaviour. In the future I'll go into specifics 
about the sub-categories of douche bags, but for now we'll focus on the age 18-34 douche 
bag. 
 
Before we move on, it must be noted that douche-baggotry is a disease, much like obesity 
or necrophilia, however, to this day there is no known vaccine to cure it. There have been 
scientific studies conducted on douche bags in the last decade, and new evidence suggests 
that douche-baggotry is indeed a genetic disorder. To date, the only available remedy to 
this horrible affliction is to call out a douche bag on his behaviour. Only then can steps be 
taken to permanently decrease one's "douchey-osity". 
 
The below douche bag traits are not listed in any particular order, they are all equally 
douchey: 
 
1) Popped collar on a shirt. --nuff said 
2) Any bracelet or necklace worn makes one a douche bag. The only acceptable jewelry 
for a man is a wrist watch. 
3) BMW driver. All BMW drivers under the age of 50 are douche bags. There's nothing 
wrong with a luxury automobile, just BMWs. Typically a BMW driver will leave his 
keys sitting on top of the bar so as to "impress" chicks. Total dick move, douche bag. 
Thinketh the ladies, "Nice car, sorry 'bout your penis." 
4) Spikey hair with too much product. Seriously, stop it. 
5) Facial hair, especially a goatee, or other sort of meticulously groomed beard. If you're 
going to have a beard, just go all out like those dudes from ZZTop. 
6) Cell phone worn on belt. Your pants have pockets, fucking use them, douche bag. 
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7) Hat backwards. This one is easily remedied: TURN YOUR FUCKING HAT 
AROUND, DOUCHE BAG. (also, hats worn with a tilt. 
8) Dressy sandals. Not only are you a douche bag if you wear these, you're also a  
15) Belts with flags, whales, or other logos is douchey. Your belt should be leather all the 
way around, douche bag. 
16) Blue tooth or other hands free cellular device. Hey, douche bag, while you got a free 
hand reach over here and stroke my cock. 
17) Layering two polo shirts. I can't emphasize enough how douchey this is. 
18) Von Dutch t-shirts. 
19) John Deere hats if you're not a farmer. Anyone following a trend set by Ashton 
Kutcher is a total fucking douche bag. 
20) Anything Abercrombie. 
21) If you listen to Train. 
22) Excessive bending of the bill of your hat. 
23) Madras shorts. 
24) Sperry Topsider/docksiders...especially with no socks. 
25) Flip-flops worn in the winter time. 
26) T-shirts that say "Beer, it's not just for breakfast anymore" or similar t-shirts that 
attempt humour in vain. 
27) Those fagotty-assed yellow "Live Strong" bracelets. Don't tell me it's for a good 
cause, you wear it because you're a douche bag who likes bracelets. 
28) Use of the phrase "I was so wasted" or "We were so wasted". 
29) Republicans 
30) Democrats 
31) Shorts with lobsters, whales, etc. 
32) Jersey with the name of a pro athlete on the back. 
33) Using the word "grande" or "venti" or other coffee-speak when ordering a cup of 
coffee. Just say small, medium, or large, a-hole. 
34) Ordering anything other than coffee when you're at a coffee shop. This includes 
frappacinos, mochiattas, and any other douchey shit. 
35) Continuing to wear your sunglasses on your face when you're indoors. Take 'em off, 
fucktard.  
   
Sex. Are you a valley dweller? lol  
Friday, June 09, 2006  
 
In the sexual arena you can basically group almost all people into 3 categories.  

Mountain Dwellers- Mountain Dwellers are the people who are really in touch with their 
sexuality. They aren't embarrassed about sex and they are not afraid of sex. They love it, 
they are super skilled at it. They take notes on the subject, they even look for new ways to 
do it, and look for new ways to improve their skill and technique. They enjoy giving 
much pleasure to their partner, and to themselves. They know what they want and they 
know what they like, and they take pride in doing it. They do it and they do it to the best 
of their ability at all times, no exception.These folks ask what you like and do what you 
like and they know what they like.  These people have priorities but they really know that 
there's nothing better than a good fuck. And sex with these people is really really good. 
They walk away from the encouter with pride, knowing that they have done the job 
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right!! These folks love sex and they want to do it as much as possible b/c they know how 
good it can really be. 

In Between Dwellers-(also referred to as side of the mountain dwellers) These are the 
people that aren't sure, or may be just inexperienced or maybe they are just afraid. They 
usually are good in bed and can satisfy you and themselves. But that's all!!  It's mostly 
just okay, there are few fireworks. They have the skills and the technique but they just 
don't use them to their full potential. These kind of people are satisfied with maybe one 
orgasm and they lack the enthusiasim of the mountain dwellers. Note; there is a danger in 
this category. The worst kind!! Because many, many side of the mountain dwellers really 
believe that they live on the mountain top but they don't. And these are the kind that are 
okay in bed but just need a little fine tuning but to hear them tell it they are the best lay 
ever. 

Valley Dwellers- These people have usually not had much experience. And many times 
are in total denial about how bad they are in the sack. They don't care either!! They don't 
care if you get off and they don't care what you like. These are usually the people that 
have some sort of mental block when it comes to sex but they'll never admit it. They don't 
ask what you like b/c they don't have a clue as to what they like. It's usually one position, 
lights off, it's usually over in less than 10 mins. And they don't do things like spanking or 
oral sex b/c they have some kind of hang up about it or they are afraid to try that or 
anything new. And forget trying to get them to have sex in public!! They are in the valley 
and sadly they may stay there for the rest of their lives. 

Now, none of my terms are absolute. People can fall into categories that I have not 
explained here. And it is possible for Valley Dwellers to move to the mountain top. With 
a little patience, guidance, and an open mind I think anyone could move to the mountain 
top. And unfortunately I must say most of the valley dwellers are women, but there are 
millions of men there too. And lets face it some people are just natural mountain top 
people, and some are born valley dwellers. But here's the secret that we Mountain people 
know; there's always room for improvement and there is no "set" way for sex to be 
performed. Everyone likes something different, and if you do it right you'll do all of those 
different things. But that's why grass grows in the valley b/c nothing ever happens there.  
 
Rules for Dating me!!  
Wednesday, June 07, 2006  
 

Rules for dating me; 

I am not going to meet you, or invite you to my house. If you want to get to know me 

you'll have to invite me on a real date. 

I don't date guys who don't have jobs 

I don't date guys who have been in prison 

I don't date guys who already have girlfriends. 
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if you do date me make sure that you have shaved and are smellin good when you see 

me. 

white roses 

michelob light-make sure it's at least a 12 pack b/c if you only bring a six then you won't 

have anything to drink 

i don't date guys who don't eat pussy. no exceptions 

a first date with me consists of dinner a few drinks, talking and whatever happens after 

that depends on how much i like you 

I smoke and if you don't like it bite my ass. I don't date guys who bitch about that. 

If you don't value me or my opinion then go away from me 

Don't call me everyday unless directed otherwise. I really don't like that. Besides if I want 

to talk I'll call you. 

If you like submissive little weak women that will say how high when you say jump then 

I'm not the girl for you. 

If we go out or talk on the phone SAY SOMETHING!! I don't like guys who sit there and 

can't make conversation.  

I'm a woman I don't like sports, or cars, or hanging out with your friends unless they're 

cool. If you wanna go to a game cool. But don't expect me to sit and watch the game with 

you or discuss the game with you 

I want to hang out with you not your friends. I got plenty of friends of my own. 

If you have children that are demon from hell I don't want to date you.. 

If you need a place to live don't call me. I'm not your momma!! 

Anymore questions just ask me. 

Dating  
Saturday, April 08, 2006   

did you ever stop and ask yourself why am I dating this person? why do i like 
him/her?why am I married to, or living with this person? what source of 
satisfaction/misery does it bring me? or are u trying to decide if it is indeed satisfaction of 
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misery? Maybe if we asked and answered ourselves these questions in the begining it 
would be better off. 

I'm still trying to answer all these questions myself. but here's what i know for sure; you 
should never date someone b/c you need a place to live, you should never date someone 
b/c you need money, you should never date someone when you can't let go of someone 
else, you should never date someone just b/c you don't want to be alone, you should 
never fuck someone just b/c you're mad at someone else. You should never date someone 
who has been in jail/prison........never date someone with a drug problem, never date 
someone who is a compulsive liar (learned that one the hard way), never date someone 
who just wants you as arm candy, never date someone b/c "it seems like a good idea at 
the time,"  and never date someone who has not already cleaned up their mess from the 
last relationship they were in (most recent lesson learned) 

the moral of my story is......make sure you're in it for the right reasons. and a quote 
"money is a sad reason for folks to be together or apart." And if the relationship is dead 
bury it b/c if you don't it will stink up the place...........now everyone please excuse me 
while i go find  my shovel........ (i hope my hard lessons learned helps someone else).  
 
by presidential order  
Monday, December 26, 2005 

as president i propose a radical new program. first of all did you know that it costs 55,000 
dollars a year to keep someone incarcerated. that is bullshit. it only costs 17,000 a year to 
attend miami university.  

so look it this is what we'll do.. some of the most hated people in our society are child 
molesters. if not the most hated. why keep them in prison, 90percent of the time they are 
not reformed. and a bunch of the time they get out and do it again.  

so they have these big cement pillars outside like almost every grocery store. i propose 
that we chain them to the pillars so everyone coming and going from the store can kick 
the shit out of them as they come in and leave. or what's even better is you can't get a 
good run going and run them over with your cart, put cigarettes out on them, throw your 
gum on them, wipe your feet, or whatever you like. this is perfect because the general 
public will get to vent frustrations and let's face it they need the shit kicked out of them.  

 


